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Biography 
 
Kenny is a Director of Professional Recruiting with a focus on Information Technology 
 
Kenny joined Veritas Partners with almost 13 years of recruiting industry experience, with more than 11 of those years 
focused on Technology. He has worked at both small and large providers and has placed candidates in all phases of the 
software development life cycle (SDLC). In addition, Kenny has worked on various models of recruiting to include retained, 
contingent and Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO). He is eager to rejoin former colleagues at Veritas Partners and looks 
forward to providing consultative services to both existing and new clients. The ability to work with clients on their searches 
with depth and an understanding of their culture and what makes a successful hire is what drew him to Veritas Partners. 
 
Kenny is a member of Betamore and has served as an advisor and mentor to companies throughout the development of their 
Talent Acquisition process as well as working with job-seekers to fine-tune resume and interview skills. In addition, he has 
worked with incoming 10th graders at Digital Harbor HS in Baltimore City as they make academic track choices providing 
them real world market knowledge and suggestions. Kenny is also the leader of Betamore’s Business Growth Roundtable 
which has been in existence for over 14 years. This group exists to further relationships between leading companies and 
executives in the Baltimore region. 
 
Kenny Lives in Baltimore with his wife Wendy, and his 2 children, Kaden and Mackenzie. He can usually be found in his free 
time coaching one of their youth sports teams or participating in local adult sports leagues. 
 
Company Profile 
 
Veritas Partners is a boutique professional services recruiting firm that was founded in 2018. We provide recruiting services 
for professional and executive level opportunities across many industries. We believe in making ‘The Right Hire, The Right 
Way.’ We pride ourselves on transparency and vetting the market for both active and passive talent. 
 
Veritas Partners offers support with Financial Services, Accounting & Finance, Legal, Office & Administration, HR and IT 
positions throughout the United States.  


